Antique Finish that Holds
B Y
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Nothing Back

How to turn your reproduction
into a masterpiece
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uilding any reproduction involves a great deal
of time, effort, and expense, so when the last
drawer is fitted you might be tempted to apply
the finish as quickly as possible. After all, you’ve put a
lot of hours into the piece and you just want it done.
You might also be afraid that anything more than the
simplest of finishes could ruin all your hard work.
However, just as your cabinetmaking skills have progressed from butt joints and basic boxes to dovetails
and desks, so you should expand your finishing horizons beyond wiping on oil. Finishing is no harder
than woodworking, just a different skill set.
I’ll show you how to imitate a century or three of
use and age to form that unique surface known as
a patina. It involves choosing and using dyes, filling
open-pored woods, adding depth to the color with
a glaze, applying a clear topcoat, and using surface
tricks to age a piece. Unquestionably, it takes longer
than applying a wipe-on varnish, but when you are
already months into an heirloom project, what’s a
couple of weeks more? Give your reproduction the
finish it deserves, one that creates a wow factor each
time someone sets eyes on it.

part of the piece and wet them with a solvent
to see the base color of the wood. You can use
alcohol for a quick preview or slower-drying
mineral spirits for a longer study.
On this Federal desk, built by FWW Managing Editor Mark Schofield, I wanted to darken
the main veneer, which had a strong, pinkishred base to it. On the first sample board, I applied Chippendale Red Brown dye (all the dye
powders I used are water-soluble) and when it
dried, applied several coats of shellac. This left
the wood darker but still with too much red, so
then I used Georgian Brown Mahogany instead.
This cool, greenish-brown dye neutralized the
base red to a more pleasing brown.
I also experimented on samples of the tiger
maple on the legs and the bird’s-eye maple
drawer fronts before settling on a combination
of colors.

Sand the whole piece but seal it selectively
It’s better to spend a little extra time fine-tuning
the surface than to discover flaws after you start
applying the dyes. After a final hand-sanding
with P180-grit paper, I remove the dust and
wipe the surface with alcohol. This reveals any
areas with glue residue that require a little extra
sanding.
Once I’m satisfied that all is well with the surface, I
clean it well, blowing out the pores with compressed
air, vacuuming it, and giving it a good wipe-down

Practice and experiment—but not on the piece
Start by looking at finishes that you’d like to replicate.
This is similar to getting ideas when you design a
piece. Look at books, magazines, auction catalogs, and
websites and see what colors and finishes please you.
Once you’ve settled on the look you want, see where
you’re starting from. Take the sample boards from each

USE T H E F I V E
CLA S S I C S T E P S

1

Dye the wood

2

3

Fill the grain

Glaze selectively

4

Lay down a topcoat

5

Leave wax in the corners

You’ll need five fundamental
finishing techniques to create
a period patina, but none is
very hard, and each is worth
learning. You can use them in
different combinations to create
an infinite variety of effects on
many styles of furniture.
Antiques often have deep, dark colors. Tiger
maple goes a rich golden brown, and to imitate
this look, begin by dyeing the bare wood.
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FINE WOODWORKING

When using any film finish on open-grained wood, you
should fill the grain. While antiques may have some visible
pore structure in the finish, there are no deep voids.
Photos: Mark Schofield

To simulate wear and tear in the carved areas,
apply a translucent color over a sealed surface,
leaving more in the recesses.

Shellac is the traditional clear finish for
period pieces. Padding it on greatly reduces
the need to rub out the final coat.

Dark wax applied in crevices and corners imitates centuries of dust and dirt. Don’t go overboard; a little wax is all it takes to fool the eye.
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